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Over recent decades, the demand for robust voice encryption algorithms has escalated to 

fortify the security of speech transmission over vulnerable channels such as the internet. 

Among the myriad of available methodologies, those underpinned by chaos theory have 

garnered significant attention due to their inherent pseudorandomness, acute sensitivity to 

initial conditions, and control parameters. These attributes render them capable of 

encrypting a variety of data types, encompassing but not limited to videos, images, and 

audio. This study presents a novel voice encryption approach predicated on a six-

dimensional (6D) hyperchaotic system. In the proposed method, six unique keys are 

generated from the 6D hyperchaotic system. The initial three keys are employed to permute 

the human voice signal, while the subsequent trio is engaged in the diffusion process. The 

efficacy of this scheme is evaluated on several parameters: Mean Square Error (MSE), 

Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR), correlation coefficient, Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR), 

key sensitivity, key space, and entropy analysis. The Libri-Speech dataset serves as the test 

bench for the proposed system. The key space has been determined to be 2465. The system's 

performance is notable, with correlation coefficients ranging between -0.00276 and 

0.002759, entropy values from 14.74399 to 14.74942, PSNR values from 4.2814 to 4.7875, 

SNR values from -30.3854 to -9.2364, and a nearly zero MSE range of 0.3321 to 0.3731 

between original and extracted signals. This study underscores the potential of the 6D 

hyperchaotic system in enhancing information security, specifically for voice encryption. 

The findings may pave the way for more secure communication protocols in an increasingly 

interconnected digital world. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The burgeoning exchange of multimedia data via open 

networks and the internet necessitates robust and reliable 

security measures to ensure confidentiality and prevent 

unauthorized access. Among various solutions, data 

encryption [1] has emerged as a key approach, where data is 

manipulated to render it unreadable, invisible, or impenetrable 

during transmission via encryption algorithms. As such, the 

importance of data encryption has been underscored in 

numerous applications, and several schemes have been 

developed to enhance the security and confidentiality of 

sensitive data [2]. 

However, despite the merits and demerits inherent in each 

standard encryption technique, a prevailing challenge lies in 

the distribution of encryption keys. Certain intrinsic 

characteristics of multimedia data, particularly voice, render 

traditional cryptographic algorithms unsuitable for protecting 

content from test messages, given the distinct encryption and 

decryption processes for voice and the issue of data 

redundancy [3]. In response, chaotic cryptography, known for 

its sensitivity and extensive key range, offers an innovative 

solution [4]. 

Chaotic cryptography, or nonlinear dynamic system 

cryptography, is unpredictable over extended periods and 

highly sensitive to initial conditions. This field of 

cryptography has breathed new life into speech encryption 

systems with the application of chaotic maps [5, 6]. Its 

desirable characteristics such as nonlinearity, determinism, 

sensitivity to initial conditions, aperiodicity, and irregular 

behaviors (i.e., random-like performance) have attracted 

substantial attention from the research community in recent 

years [7, 8]. 

Several notable algorithms have been proposed to enhance 

speech encryption over unsecured channels. Parvees et al. [9] 

proposed a speech byte scrambling method utilizing several 

chaotic maps, with a key space of 10,512 and other metrics 

such as NBCR, UACI, MSE, and PSNR. Farsana et al. [10] 

introduced a model based on audio permutation using a 

discrete modified Henon map and a key stream produced by 

the modified Lorenz-Hyper chaotic model for the substitution 

operation, resulting in metrics such as SNR, NPCR, UACI, 

and CC. Hassan et al. [11] proposed a cryptography algorithm 

for digital voice file encryption using two chaotic maps (the 

Henon and gingerbread chaotic maps) with results such as 

MAE, MSE, PSNR, SNR, Correlation Measure, and 

encryption and decryption times. Mokhnache et al. [12] 

presented a voice encryption model combining modified 

chaotic maps inspired by cubic and classic logistic maps, with 

a key space of 2180 and metrics such as SNR and CC. 

This paper proposes a novel approach based on a six-

dimensional (6D) hyperchaotic system for voice encryption 

and decryption. It starts with the generation of six keys from 

the system, followed by the transformation of a 1D 
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uncompressed 16-bit voice file into a wavelet domain using 

Discrete Wavelet Transform. The voice signal blocks are then 

permuted using the first three keys for bit permutation in the 

block, followed by the use of the remaining three keys in the 

diffusion process. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elucidates the 

system description, Section 3 presents the proposed human 

voice encryption algorithm, Section 4 illustrates the results, 

and Section 5 concludes the study. 

 

 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 

2.1 Proposed 6D hyperchaotic system 

 

Low control parameters in conventional chaotic maps result 

in a confined chaotic range. On the other hand, higher 

dimensional maps, like the ones presented, can be utilized to 

expand the key space, add excessive complexity, and boost the 

pseudo-series randomness. Here is an analysis of the 

properties of the proposed 6D hyper chaotic system.  

The proposed maps, in short, exhibit appealing qualities, 

including high sensitivity to changes in ergodicity, initial 

conditions, extended periodicity, and random behaviour. 

These characteristics are similar to the requirements for 

effective encryption techniques. Moreover, the suggested 6D 

hyper chaotic system maintains the simple structure of the 

classical maps in its parameter variety. In this paper, we used 

a set of nonlinear dynamical equations with the following 

mathematical definition of a 6D hyper chaotic system: 

 
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 ∗ (𝑦 − 𝑥) 

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑏 ∗ (𝑥 − 𝑥 ∗ 𝑧) 

𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐 ∗ 𝑧 − 𝑑 ∗ 𝑥 

𝑑𝑤

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 ∗ (𝑤 + 𝑥) 

𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑤 ∗ 𝑠 + 𝑏 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑎 ∗ 𝑦 − 𝑎 ∗ 𝑣 

𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 ∗ (𝑥 − 𝑐 ∗ 𝑠) 

(1) 

 

where, s, v, w, z, y, x and tR+ known as the system states and 

c, b, a, and d are system parameters. The R+ indicates positive 

real numbers. When initial points (X(0), Y(0), Z(0), W(0), 

V(0), S(0)) = (3.6, -1.2, 3.4, 0, 2.1, 1.5), the parameters are 

selected as a=1.3, b=1.4, c=2.5, and d=1.3. The Lyapunov 

exponents signs are (+, +, +, -, -, -). Hence system (1) 

demonstrated hyper chaotic states. The equilibrium points E0 

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), E1 (1.92307, 1.92307, 1.0, -1.92307, 0.98998, 

0.76923). These are the eigenvalues that are derived for 

equilibrium E0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0): λ1=-3.25, λ2=-1.3, λ3=1.3, 

λ4=2.5, λ5=-2.15, and λ6=0.85. Because of this, the 

equilibrium E0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) is a saddle point. Hence, at point 

E0, the hyper chaotic system is unstable. It is equally simple 

to demonstrate that both the equilibrium point E1 and the 

saddle points are unstable. The eigenvalues are: λ1=2.88, 

λ2=1.3, λ3=-0.839+0.936i, λ4=-0.839-0.936i, λ5=-1.3, and 

λ6=-3.25. Where i denote the unit of imaginary number. For 

the equilibrium point E1, the results show that λ1, λ2, λ5 and 

λ6 are positive and negative real numbers, λ3 and λ4 become 

a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues with negative real 

parts. These equilibrium points are unstable because 

equilibrium point E1 is a saddle-focus point. 

 
2.2 Sensitivity of initial conditions 

 

Chaos is particularly sensitive to perturbations. The 

butterfly effect, made popular by Edward Lorenz, was an 

example of this principle [13]. Unpredictability and sensitivity 

to the initial conditions characterize chaotic dynamical 

systems. Due to this, no matter how close two trajectories of 

initially neighboring phases were to one another, they diverged 

more quickly. By giving the suggested combined system two 

extremely similar initial conditions, it is possible to simulate 

the effects of the sensitivity to the initial conditions. Figure 1 

(from a to f) illustrates how the two systems first develop 

similarly before beginning to behave differently. The system 

initial values are set to: X0=3.6, Y0=-1.2, Z0=3.4, W0=0, 

V0=1.5 and S0=2.1 for the solid line and 

X0=3.000000000000006, Y0=-1.2, Z0=3.4, W0=0, V0=1.5 

and S0=2.1 for the dashed line. Figure 1 illustrates test of 

sensitivity.  

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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(e) 

 
(f) 

 

Figure 1. (a) Test of sensitivity for the system X(t), (b) Test of sensitivity for the system Y(t), (c) Test of sensitivity for the 

system Z(t), (d) Test of sensitivity for the system W(t), (e) Test of sensitivity for the system V(t), (f) Test of sensitivity for the 

system S(t) 

 

2.3 Key space analysis 

 

A key space size should have more than 2100 possible keys 

[14]. An attacker tries to brute-force the system if the key 

space is small. However, the recommended system's sequence 

generation depends on the premier states X(0), Y(0), Z(0), 

W(0), V(0), and S(0), as well as the control parameters d, c, b, 

and a. It demonstrates that the proposed system key space is 

2465. This demonstrates that all produced keys are considered 

to be robust. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED HUMAN VOICE ENCRYPTION 

ALGORITHM 

 

This section describes how the proposed encryption model 

uses the proposed 6D hyper chaotic system and its algorithm. 

A pattern of purely chaotic behaviour can also be seen in its 

temporal evolution. 

 

3.1 Encryption algorithm 

 

Following are the steps involved in the encryption process, 

as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Step1: Recording or reading the original human voice signal.  

Step2: Generation of chaotic vectors utilizing the system 

depend on the 6D hyper chaotic system with initial conditions 

s(0), w(0), x(0), y(0), z(0), v(0), and control parameters c, a, b, 

d.  

Step3: Divide the speech signal into blocks of 5s. Scramble 

the voice signal blocks utilizing vector X for randomly altering 

the positions of the voice signal blocks. 
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Step4: Transform the scrambled block into a wavelet 

domain using DWT.  

Step5: Scramble the bits of the transformed block based on 

vectors Y and Z(confusion). 

Step6: For the diffusion process, perform the XOR 

operation bit by bit between the key produced from the vectors 

(w, v, s) and the scrambled vector. 

Step7: Extract the encrypted speech output voice signal. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed encryption system framework diagram 

 

3.2 Decryption algorithm 

 

The process employs the same steps of encryption but in 

reverse order after acquiring or loading the encrypted signal. 

Decryption algorithm steps are: 

Step1: Loading the encrypted human voice signal.  

Step2: Generation of chaotic vectors utilizing the system 

depend on the 6D hyper chaotic system with initial conditions 

s(0), w(0), x(0), y(0), z(0), v(0), and control parameters c, a, b, 

d.  

Step3: Divide the encrypted speech signal into blocks of 

5s. Apply inverse diffusion process by performing the XOR 

operation bit by bit between the key produced from the 

vectors (w, v, s) and the scrambled vector.  

Step4: Transform the scrambled block into a wavelet 

domain using DWT. Scramble the bits of the transformed 

block based on vectors Y and Z(confusion). Scramble the bits 

of the transformed block based on vectors Y and Z(confusion). 

Then, convert speech signal to time domain by applying 

IDWT. 

Step5: Scramble the voice signal blocks utilizing vector X 

for randomly altering the positions of the voice signal blocks.  

Step6: Extract the decrypted speech output voice signal. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

 

MATLAB R2019 was utilized to execute the simulations. 

Different tests, such as waveform analysis, correlation tests, 

and SNR, were implemented to show the proposed system's 

security and performance. Voice signals with a sampling 

frequency of 8kHz were utilized as test files. The 6D 

hyperchaotic system parameters were: (X(0), Y(0), Z(0), W(0), 

V(0), S(0)) are (3.6, -1.2, 3.4, 0, 1.5, 2.1) respectively. Five 

speech signals with different duration and sizes selected from 

the Libri-Speech dataset [15] to evaluate the system. 

 

4.1 Encryption efficiency 

 

SNR ratio serves as a measurement for the amount of noise 

present in the encrypted data signal. To encrypt the substance 

of the signal, cryptographic analysts constantly work to make 

the signal noisier. Maximization masks the encrypted signal, 

and an SNR greater than 0dB indicates that the signal is clearer 

than the background noise. A lower PSNR value is needed for 

the encrypted voice file since it indicates that it contains a lot 

of noise and is, therefore, very resistant to attack [16]. PSNR 

and SNR between two different human voice signals are 

illustrated below [17, 18]. 
 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10∑
𝑋𝑖
2

∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)
2𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (2) 

 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(
𝑚𝑎𝑥2

𝑀𝑆𝐸
) (3) 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)

2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (4) 

 

where, Xi refers to the original speech, yi presents the 

encrypted speech, N refers to the length of the speech signal, 

and MAX indicates the maximum value in the data stream. 

PSNR, SNR, MSE results are illustrated in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. PSNR, SNR, MSE results 

 
Voice Signal SNR PSNR MSE Size (KB) 

SPEECH1.wav -20.3607 4.7143 0.3377 85.5 

SPEECH2.wav -30.3854 4.7828 0.3324 230 

SPEECH3.wav -29.8023 4.7755 0.3330 286 

SPEECH4.wav -9.2364 4.2814 0.3731 338 

SPEECH5.wav -27.2478 4.7875 0.3321 400 

 

4.2 Correlation coefficients 

 

The correlation coefficient represents the dependence 

between the sample values of two human voice files. When the 

readings fall between |0.3-0|, the correlation is regarded as 

weak. A good encryption algorithm with acceptable resistance 

features has a lower correlation value [19, 20]. 

 

𝐶𝐶 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝐴, 𝐵)

𝜎𝐴 ∗ 𝜎𝐵
 (5) 

 

where, cov(B,A), rB and rA are the standard deviation and 

covariance between two speech files B and A. 

The correlation coefficient values in Table 2 are found to be 

close to 0 or negative. As the original and encrypted files do 
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not depend on one another, our encryption method is effective 

and has the desired resistant quality. 

 

Table 2. Results of correlation coefficient 

 
Voice Signal File Length(s) Size (KB) CC 

SPEECH1.wav 5 85.5 0.002759 

SPEECH2.wav 10 230 0.001893 

SPEECH3.wav 15 286 -0.002755 

SPEECH4.wav 20 338 -0.002034 

SPEECH5.wav 25 400 0.000553 

 

4.3 Waveform analysis 

 

Visual investigation of speech's descriptive acoustic 

examination can be done in the time-frequency plane in the 

energy distribution and the waveform in the time domain [21, 

22]. The waveform of an encrypted signal was consistently 

distributed and considerably unlike the original signals, as 

seen in Figure 3. The original signal's ability to be understood 

was lost, making it impossible to understand at all. 

 

4.4 Entropy analysis 

 

Higher entropy demonstrates higher resistance to statistical 

attacks [23, 24]. Table 3 shows that the information entropy 

for 5 distinct encrypted audio files was low for the original 

audio files and rises steadily during the encryption process. 

 

Table 3. Results of entropy analysis 

 
Voice Signal Original Permutation Confusion Decrypted 

SPEECH1.wav 12.069319 11.91352 14.74506 12.05065 

SPEECH2.wav 9.9890620 9.864283 14.74524 9.983513 

SPEECH3.wav 12.415461 12.41661 14.74942 12.46003 

SPEECH4.wav 13.694517 13.44405 14.74399 13.67252 

SPEECH5.wav 13.694517 13.44235 14.74399 13.67252 

 

4.5 Performance comparison 

 

Table 4 illustrates a comparison between proposed and 

previous works based on key space, SNR, PSNR, and 

correlation coefficient. 

 

Table 4. Comparison of proposed method with four different 

works 

 

References 
Encryption 

Operations 

Key 

Space 
SNR PSNR CC 

[9] 
Diffusion and 

confusion 
10512 - 27.30448 - 

[11] 
Permutation 

XOR,AND operation 
- 7.020 12.881 0.4703 

[10] 
Permutation, 

substitution 
2548.11 -133 - 0.0009 

[12] 
Diffusion and 

confusion 
2180 45.1425 - 0.0032 

OURs 
Diffusion and 

confusion 
2465 -

30.3854 
4.2814 0.00043 

 

The proposed algorithm has a larger key space than the ref 

[12] algorithm, so it can withstand all types of brute-force 

attacks. Among all algorithms, the proposed algorithm has the 

lowest correlation coefficient. The SNR values revealing that 

encrypted human voice files have a high SNR. Such an SNR 

analysis demonstrates that all techniques suggest that the 

information content fades out for encrypted human voice files. 

This indicates that attackers cannot use attacks to access 

sensitive data. These PSNR analyses reveal that all algorithms 

produce small PSNR values, meaning that encrypted audio 

files have a high noise level and are more secure against 

attacks. 

The correlation coefficient values are found to be close to 0 

or negative. As the original and encrypted files do not depend 

on one another, our encryption method is effective and has the 

desired resistant quality. The SNR values are less than zero 

indicating that the encrypted signal is noisy, and PSNR value 

is very small indicating that the encrypted speech signal have 

a high noise level and are more secure against attacks. 

 

 
(a) Original 

 

 
(b) Encrypted  

 

 
 

(c) Decrypted 

 

Figure 3. Voice wave 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper examines a novel method for audio encryption 

and decryption that uses a secret key that is a chaotic pseudo-

random number. According to the experimental results, the 

approach is resistant to all forms of security threats. The 

approach is resistant to brute force attacks since the primary 

key is made up of a huge number of total keys. The 

permutation and scrambling up the security of a voice signal 

while making cryptanalysis challenging. So, the scrambling 

and permutation is first performed on the blocks of speech 

signal using the first key, then the second and the third key are 

utilized for bit permutation within the block. The keys pace is 

2465 so that a brute-force attack is useless, and key sensitivity 

refers to convenience for our algorithms and a high level of 

security. The results of the system are: coefficients of 

correlation results belong to the range [-0.00276, 0.002759], 

high entropy values belong to the range [14.74399, 14.74942], 

PSNR has small values in the range [4.2814, 4.7875], SNR 

results are in range [-30.3854, -9.2364], and MSE results 

between original and extracted very close to zero in range 

[0.3321, 0.3731]. The suggested system is highly secure, 

according to performance analysis. The suggested system is 

highly secure, according to performance analysis. For future 

work, encryption algorithm will be improved by updating 

diffusion process. 
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